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From Bill McLernon, FCC President:
Well, November is here and it’s starting to get a bit colder, but we can all
still get out and enjoy ourselves. We had three events last month.
The first event on 10/2 was the PAC iPhone Challenge at Hicks Nursery.
Our members came out and split into two teams of four members each to
compete against other teams. It was an exciting day as we waited for the 8
themes photo assignments to be announced at 2:15 pm. The teams had
to shoot and edit their photos on an iPhone within four hours. each other’s
company. All entries were judged and the red team came in 2nd place.
Congratulations Red Team!!
The second event on 10/9 was “Photorama” in Lindenhurst at the Firemen’s Memorial Park.
There were various photo demonstrations: including Birds of Prey/Raptors, Musicians, Light
Painting with a model, a few cars were on hand and other demonstrations. About ten FCC
members participated at the event.
The third event was on 10/21. Our members, family and friends enjoyed a trip to CT where we
rode the Essex Steam Train and a Riverboat. We had good attendance, even though the drive
was almost two hours away form Queens. The Essex train yard was an interesting place to
shoot various early rolling stock and steam and diesel engines. We enjoyed watching the
Steam Engine slowly make its way into the station ready for us to board. We heard the horn
and the release of steam as the train entered the station.
Continued next page
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2nd-Photos “show and review
3rd—last day for PFLI entries (comp on 12th)
16th-Program: “Art of Wildlife Photography”
by Russ Burden live via zoom

Meetings: 6:45 pm, 1st, 3rd, 5th
Wednesdays USUALLY AT
Flushing Hospital, conference room
on 5th Fl., 45 Ave & Burling St.,
Flushing. Parking on street or in lot
across the street on Burling St..
FREE but Parking ticket must be
validated at the Camera Club.
Call to confirm.
ALL MEETINGS CURRENTLY VIA
ZOOM.
Dues: $40.00 for individuals
$60.00 per family;$20.00 for students

30th-Photos “show and review” Themed
Photos “Patterns in Nature”

2nd—last day for PFLI entries (comp on 9th)
7th—-Photos “show and review”
21st– Our Christmas/Holiday party
Program show & tell about your photos

The Flushing Camera Club (FCC) does not endorse the content on any third-party website. FCC is not responsible for the content or result of any dealings with thirdparties. Your use of third-parties or their websites is at your own risk and subject to the terms and conditions of use for such websites.
Copyright © 2022-23Flushing Camera Club, All Rights Reserved. Any unauthorized use of images contained in this newsletter is strictly prohibited.
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PRESIDENTS MESSAGE CONTINUED…
The smell of black smoke bellowed from the engine and provided an old-world atmosphere. I was in awe of the mechanics
that possess the skills that keep these behemoths moving daily. After boarding, we started off slowly and enjoyed view of
beautiful fall-colored leaves and water views. After about 30 minutes we stopped and boarded a riverboat that transported us
along the river to view Gillette Castle and a more beautiful sight of the mountains.
Wednesday 11/02 is our Review and Show. Please remember to send your PFLI entries into Louise by 11/04 for the 11/12 th
PFLI Competition.
Our next trip will be to the Vanderbilt Museum and Planetarium on November 3 rd, 2022 at 7:00 PM.
Wednesday 11/16’s program will be “The Art of Wildlife Photography” by Russ Burden – Live.
Don’t forget November 30th is a Themed Review & Show. The theme this month is “Patterns in Nature”. Continue to search for
these patterns daily. I wish you all luck in your search! This should be an interesting Review & Show.
Let’s remember to get out there and enjoy the cooler weather and and each other’s company. All the best, Bill

From the editor’s desk:

As you aware by now Bill McLernon’s mother Jeanne passed away in October. Our deepest
condolences and prayers for her and her family. May she rest in peace.
This time of year is a whirlwind. Labor Day then Halloween next Thanksgiving then add in fall
foliage before we have Hanukkah ,Christmas and New Year. It almost all flies by before we
have time to download our memory cards. Yet so many opportunities. The club has been
active with its many trips. Images are being created and improved. Seems like everyone is
back to enjoying making images. Bill and others scheduling field trips have sparked new
interest and participation in club activities. Look for images in this newsletter.
In this issue we have the president’s message on page 1. Tim Grey’s tip on page 2. Then on
page 3 we have an ad for Pumpkin Blaze and some fall foliage tips. Do you have an artistic brain?
Page 4 might have some answers. Pages 5 and 6 have some member ‘s images from recent
photo trips with the club. Are you new to us? see page 7. Finally Page 8 has another Russ Burden
tip and October PFLI scores.
Happy Thanksgiving everyone “photoJoe Crupi
Are there any products you know of that can function as a decent monitor for photo editing and also
be used as a television
You can treat a computer monitor and television as being the exact same thing as long as the
necessary features are included for both ways you intend to use the display.
From the standpoint of the display itself, a computer monitor and television can be thought of as
being exactly the same type of device. The real difference relates to connections and features. In
other words, one display can be used as both a computer monitor and a television if you buy the
right display.
On the computer side things tend to be a bit simpler. You just need to be sure the monitor includes an input that will be
supported by your computer. For most recent model computers that means an HDMI connection, which is available in the
vast majority of displays sold as computer monitors or televisions. If your computer only supports something other than
HDMI, just be sure the display you purchase includes a supported input type.
There are some other features you may want to have included in the display in order to use it as a television. For example,
you might want to have built-in speakers so you can listen to television without the need for an audio accessory.
You may also need the display to have a coaxial input if you're using cable for your television input. You may also need to
have either an Ethernet port or WiFi support if you'll use Smart TV features such as with online streaming services.
I think the easiest way to think of the right solution here is to purchase a television that includes an HDMI port you can use
for your computer. That may mean you want a television with at least two HDMI ports, so you have a port for the television
signal input as well as for the computer. Most televisions include at least two if not more HDMI ports, so this is an easy issue
to solve for.
In general I would suggest getting a relatively small television for this purpose, since you'll likely be relatively close to the
display when using it as a computer monitor. That would generally mean opting for a 32-inch television, for example, though
you could certainly use a larger display if you'll be sitting a bit of a distance from it when using it with your computer.
You can find one example of a 32-inch television that supports 4K resolution and could certainly be used as both a
television and monitor display here: https://bhpho.to/3UDBDZv
tim@timgrey.com
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Personally I think $48 for a ticket at this
event is not worth it. But Old Bethpage
Vill itself is a great place to visit another
time.
joe

Sept 30 - Nov 6, 2022

Old Bethpage Village Restoration - Old BethpageNY

Long Island’s most electrifying fall event
•

Walk the immersive pumpkin trail on the grounds of a 19th-century village See
more than 7,000 hand-carved jack o’lanterns, all carved by our team of artisans
Find your favorite legendary local icon in our Hall of Fame, gaze in wonder at the
Pumpkin Planetarium, see larger-than-life sea creatures and watch your head as
an animated Headless Horseman rides into the night. Enjoy an all-original
soundtrack and synchronized lighting, which complement the experience

https://pumpkinblaze.org/blaze-long-island.html

https://capturetheatlas.com/fall-photography-tips/
1. Plan your fall photography trip during the color peak In places at a higher latitude and altitude, you can
photograph the fall earlier, so make sure you do your own research to plan when is the best time to go. The fall
color peak can be slightly advanced or postponed depending on the temperatures and the rain, but statistically,
it takes place around the same time each year. For us around October.
2. Take pictures uring the best hours of light. Try to shoot during the best hours of light, mainly during the
golden hour. If the sun is too high in the sky, you’ll not only have more contrast, and the fall colors will be
diminished by the sunlight. If you’re shooting fall forests, you’ll usually find the best light at twilight. Overcast
and rainy days are also perfect for shooting waterfalls and autumn forests; the light is softer, and the water
usually makes the fall colors pop.
3. Photograph the fall leaves by getting closer to the ground . One of the best fall photography ideas is to shoot
not just the fall color of the trees, but also the color on the ground when you do fall leaves photography. Take
advantage of the vivid colors by getting close to the most colorful leaves. They’ll be the perfect foreground in
your fall photos.

4. Take your telephoto lens to shoot details Use your telephoto to photograph the variety of fall colors, or to
isolate trees and other subjects Also use your telephoto lens to compress the image, placing the main subject in
front of a fall photography backdrop where there is a different color or contrast.
5. Use a polarizer, the best filter for fall photography. A polarizer is the best filter for photographing the fall,
especially in forests and waterfalls.By using a polarizer in fall photography, you’ll eliminate unwanted reflections
while adding some contrast and natural saturation to the fall colors.In addition to that, the polarizer will reduce
some light, so you can decrease your shutter speed to capture motion in some locations, such as rivers or
streams.
6. Prepare your ND filters for shooting waterfalls The autumn photography season is also one of the best for
shooting waterfalls. If you want to get a silky effect on your fall water images, you’ll probably need a Neutral
Density filter if there is too much light, and you’ll need to lower your shutter speed. If you’re shooting at twilight,
you can close your aperture down to f13 – f16, but if there’s more light, you’ll need a 3-stop or 6-stop ND filter.
7. Get a pair of waders, the best fall photography outfit When I started photographing the fall, I always ended up
with my boots wet and full of mud. Now, I always wear my waders if I’m shooting autumn forests or places with
water and mud.
8. Add some warmth to your fall images You can do this in two different ways: On camera: Set your white
balance manually to a warmer temperature. During the editing/processing: Change the general temperature of
the image.
9. LOOK AT THE SKY A very handy fall photography tip is to look at the sky. We’re used to shooting from a normal
perspective, but during this season, the trees are the protagonists, and there are other original ways for shooting
the fall foliage from a different perspective.
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DO YOU HAVE AN ARTISTIC BRAIN?
So did you wonder if you were right brained and were therefore artistic but couldn't figure
out the controls of your camera because only left brained people were better at that. Well
read on and decide for yourself.
From Bob Moore -and Healthline.com
If you tend to be more creative or artistic, you're thought to be right-brained. This theory is based on the
fact that the brain's two hemispheres function differently. This first came to light in the 1960s, thanks
to the research of psychobiologist and Nobel Prize winner Roger W. Sperry.
What parts of the brain are involved in art? Numerous studies of brain injury have revealed that artistic
creativity is closely associated with the right lateral prefrontal cortex15, the right neocortex16, the left
ventral thalamus17, bilateral frontal temporal lobe, anterior hippocampus, bilateral temporal pole,
inferior temporal gyrus, MTG and left amygdala18.
What part of the brain is responsible for imagination?
The neocortex and thalamus are responsible for controlling the brain's imagination, along with many of
the brain's other functions such as consciousness and abstract thought.
What are the 5 traits of a creative person?
These are among the five main traits of a creative person according to Munir and you might be
surprised that you have all the five:They are risk takers. Creative thinkers are risk takers. They have the
dare to fail attitude. They are willing to be different.They are impulsive, fickle and change their mind
quite often.
A team of neuroscientists set out to test this premise. In a 2013 research reviewTrusted Source, they
found no proof that this theory is correct. Magnetic resonance imaging of 1,000 people revealed that
the human brain doesn’t actually favor one side over the other. The networks on one side aren’t
generally stronger than the networks on the other side.
Bundles of nerve fibers tie the two hemispheres together, creating an information highway. Although
the two sides function differently, they work together and complement each other. You don’t use only
one side of your brain at a time.
Whether you perform a logical or creative function, you receive input from both sides of your brain. For
example, people credit the left brain with language, but the right brain helps you understand context
and tone. The left brain handles mathematical equations, but the right brain helps out with
comparisons and rough estimates.
All that being said if you enjoy photography and like the images you are making with your
camera keep doing it. As photographers no one can really know if you are using your brain at
all. LOL Joe

FCC MEMORIES:

Our 2009 VERMONT trip

Joe
Crupi
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Elliot Friedman
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JOE CRUPI

AnneMarie Hickey
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Photography Club Basics: Why You Should Join a Camera Club

John Tunney

https://petapixel.com/photography-club/

If you want to become a better photographer, learn more, get and stay inspired, meet others who share your passion, and
make new friends, well, nothing beats a camera club (also known as a photography club). Joining a club might even help lead
you to a new career.
So what happens at a pohtography club? All kinds of things related to photography. Some meetings may feature a guest
speaker, a competition, image sharing, workshop, photo shoot, or some other photo activity. Some clubs are into competitions
while others are more interested in education. (At FCC we do both) Some focus on nature or landscape, while others may
be more interested in portraiture, street photography, or whatever. (FCC members love it all) The members decide the tone
and direction of the club.
There’s a social element to clubs, too. It’s great to hang out with people who share your interest in photography. I’ve made
many new friends through my local club. You never know where things will lead. Years ago, a bunch of us from the club would
set up a big tent at a local art show and sell prints. This whet my appetite for “show business” and it morphed into a business
for me. I now spend about half my year selling prints at art shows. (FCC has zoom meetings but members enjoy meeting
in person also, both indoors and outdoors especially going on photo shoots)
Some people love club photography competitions and some people hate them. I see them as learning opportunities. As a
teacher, I encourage my students to join camera clubs and participate in competitions.
There are several benefits. First, you’ll get an objective (more or less) appraisal of your work. Your friends and family may tell
you that you are great, but a competition – or critique – will point out strengths and weaknesses in your images. It’s invaluable
input. You may pick up a few technical tips during the discussion, too. Most importantly for beginners, you’ll learn to evaluate
images and see them as photographs rather than just pictures of things. (its one of the learning tools used in FCC called
“show and tell” where images can be critiqued and constructive advise given)
Competition judges look for a combination of technical proficiency and overall visual impact. On the technical side, things are
pretty objective. Is the subject in focus, properly exposed, and so on. However, there’s a lot of subjectivity involved, too. While
a poorly executed image is easy to spot, scoring several high-quality photographs can be a challenge. One judge may score a
well-executed image higher or lower than another judge. It’s just the way it goes.
When evaluating your image, a good judge will offer a few constructive comments on what’s working and what’s not working,
and then give it a score. After you get a few competitions under your belt, you’ll start to anticipate a judge’s comments as he or
she reviews your pictures and those of other competitors. Sometimes you’ll agree with the comments and sometimes you
won’t. Regardless, you’ll be developing your eye and will be able to apply that experience and skill when you evaluate your own
images.
Don’t let the prospect of competing intimidate you if you’re a beginner. Everybody has to start somewhere. Many clubs try to
level the field a bit by sorting members into groups based on skill level such as beginner, intermediate and advanced. This way
new photographers aren’t competing against experienced pros.
And don’t take it too hard if you get a low score or the judge says something negative about your picture. Live and learn. Win or
lose – handle it with grace. Remember, too, that judges are human. Sometimes they make mistakes. Take away whatever you
find useful from a competition and leave the rest behind.
The pandemic changed the way photography clubs operate. Clubs used to meet in person, but COVID-19 moved things online
for a while with meetings being held via Zoom. Clubs are now starting to drift back to in-person meetings or with hybrid
meetings where some people gather and others attend via Zoom.
Ironically, one advantage of the pandemic is that it has opened up clubs to the possibility of inviting speakers from all over the
country, or even the world, to present via Zoom. Beaming in speakers via Zoom has opened up more opportunities for clubs
and for presenters. This probably won’t change.
Photography is a practice. A good photography club will give you the support and opportunities you need to help develop your
practice. You’ll learn, grow and make new friends. Considering the relatively low cost of membership, a camera club is the best
value in photography.
About the author: John Tunney is a fine-art photographer and instructor living on Cape Cod in Massachusetts.
If you are reading our newsletter for the first time and are interested in a club, well we at FCC are very
welcoming. We are called the “Friendly Club” for a reason. All of us are here to enjoy the same hobby and
perhaps improve our photography skills at the same time. Consider Flushing Camera Club and pay us a visit.
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Use Color For Impact
Color has tremendous impact as it triggers psychological responses, emotions, feelings
of calm, anger, and serenity. Additionally, it draws the eye to specific locations within an
image. Colors can be soft and muted or go to the opposite extreme wherein they are
bold, vivid, intense, and saturated. They fall into spectrums that can soothe the mind or
create movement and calamity. The strategic use of color is critical to the mood, feeling
and impact of the image. It can be just a part of the composition or make up the entire
photograph. Color is universal and needs no language to be understood. Think of a
STOP sign. Whether you drive in an English speaking country and it reads STOP or
Spanish speaking country and it reads ALTO, the striking red octagon leaves no doubt as
to what you’re required to do.
Striking, saturated, and bold colors can be heard calling out to viewers while soft and
muted tones fade to a whisper in comparison. Primary colors fall under the category of
bold while pastels take on whispering qualities. If you were to place Easter eggs on a fire
engine, although your eye would eventually find them, what would draw you to the
image was the intense red of the truck.
Colors fall into families, one being their warmth. The family of warm tones are reds,
yellows and oranges while cool tones are blues, greens and purples. Warm tones give
the illusion of coming forward in an image while cool tones recede. This is most
evidenced when a photo is made up of two colors that fall on the opposite sides of a
color wheel. Think of a fall colored yellow aspen set against a deep blue sky. The bold
yellow tree seems to pop off the page while the sky takes a back seat in the distance.
This is because yellow and blue are opposites. The same applies to red and cyan in
addition to magenta and green.
Finding a brightly colored small subject immersed in a sea of muted tones allows the
tiny focal point to become the primary subject in the image. It may take up a very
small percentage of the frame, but because of its color, the eye is immediately drawn
to it. Another situation where color is enhanced is just after a storm where the air is
fresh and clear. Use a polarizer to try to remove the glare off the surface of your
subject to allow the color to come through.
Shooting at sunrise and sunset adds warmth to a scene as the sun shines throughout the particulates that linger on the
horizon. As the sun gets higher in the sky, the spectrum becomes very blue and cool in tone. Study images where the color
grabs you and try to figure out what the photographer did to create the situation. Apply your hypothesis to your next outing
and see if it works. The more you understand light and color, the more you’ll be able to create images using color with
impact.
To learn more about this subject, join me on a photo safari to Tanzania.
Visit http://www.russburdenphotography.com/

Judges - Val DeBiase Marty Silverstein Dom Creaco
CRE Bill McLernon Nova Dash 22
CRE Robert Green A MTA model Shoot 22
CRE Eliot Friedman A Special Night 23
CRE Tony Sicilliano Copper Vase And Tulip 23

DPB Gary Hu Flying_Spoonbill 22
DPB Tony Sicilliano Ballooning Over Countryside 22
DPB Anne Hickey Orange Tuilips 22
DPB Bernie Gellman Praying Mantis 22
DPB Bill McLernon Yacht Hulls 23

DBW Louise Destefano September Moon 20
DBW eliot friedman Abstract 20
DBW Robert Green Easy Rider Face 21
DBW Bill McLernon Water Towers 21
DBW Anne Hickey Spiral Staircase 24
DBWII Tony Sicilliano The Vessel 21

DPA Louise Destefano Black Bird 21
DPA Helen Repstad Hellebore 1238 22
DPA eliot friedman Frenzy 22
DPA Bernard Huang moring glow 23
DPA Robert Green 3 Wise Clowns 24

Stay Focused!

